Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Michele Angelo Maria Giudice
viale Belisario, 9, 20145 MIlano (Italy)
(+39) 328 772 00 01
giudice.michele@gmail.com
Sex Male | Date of birth 05/01/1985 | Nationality Italian

PREFERRED JOB

Electrician, lighting technician, ground rigger, IPAF operator, sound
technician, sound engeneer

WORK EXPERIENCE
02/01/2014–31/12/2017

Electrician, lighting technician, rigger, IPAF operator, sound technician, sound
engeneer
Doc Servizi soc. coop., Verona (Italy)
docservizi.net
- electrician, lighting technician, and ground rigger in many shows during Milano's Fashion Weeks
- electrician, lighting technician, follow-spot, IPAF operator and ground rigger in big TV shows as XFactor Italia, Italia's Got Talent, and many more
- sound engeneer, electrician, rigger, IPAF operator, and lighting technician in medium size events as
corporate events, clubs, concerts, meetings, and exibitions
- electrician, lighting technician, and follow-spot in theatre and musical
Business or sector Arts, entertainment and recreation

26/05/2012–26/01/2014

Stagehand, lighting and sound technician
Workline service s.r.l., Milan (Italy)
- scaffolding, video, sound, and lighting stagehand for big events, concerts, fashion week
- video, sound, and lighting technician in medium size events as corporate events, clubs, concerts,
meetings, and exibitions
- follow-spot in big concerts
- runner
Business or sector Arts, entertainment and recreation

20/11/2010–20/01/2011

Chief sound engeneer
Dreamers productions s.r.l., Rome (Italy)
tour in theathers across italy with the comedy "Voglia di tenerezza" by Gino Zampieri:
- effects sound design in studio
- sound engeneering and controls during the show
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Business or sector Arts, entertainment and recreation
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
09/1998–07/2004

Maturità scientifica

EQF level 4

Civico liceo scientifico Geymonat, Milano (Italy)
PERSONAL SKILLS
Mother tongue(s)

Italian

Other language(s)

English
French

UNDERSTANDING

SPEAKING

WRITING

Listening

Reading

Spoken interaction

Spoken production

C2

C2

C1

C1

C1

B1

A2

A2

A2

A1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

Communication skills

Organisational / managerial skills

I have good communication skills with colleagues and artists, experienced in many years in a small
social center run by a no-profit association, open every week-end with events, concerts and dj sets by
national and international artists, where i take part as volunteer managing the technical area since
2002

- good problem-solving attitude
- used to read and produce technical riders, projects and plans
- knowledge of technical hardware

Job-related skills

main skills:
- industrial / show electrician and lighting technician
- sound engeneering
- rigging
- machine operations
other skills:
- sound design
- DMX programming
plants and tickets:
- IPAF 1b, 3a, 3b no. OP/0991561
- Work at Height
- Personal Harness
- Electric Risks (italian PES/PAV)
- Responsible for Safety (italian Preposto alla Sicurezza)

Digital skills

SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication

Independent user

Independent user

Content
creation

Safety

Problem
solving

Independent user

Independent user

Digital skills - Self-assessment grid
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